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1. PLAR Summary 

The University of Alabama in Huntsville’s (UAH) Charger Rocket Works (CRW) team was proud to 

be a part of this year’s Student Launch Initiative competition. The team successfully designed, built, 

tested and flew a 6-inch diameter launch vehicle spanning 119 inches in length from the tip of the nose 

cone to the base of the tail cone. This year’s payload selection was the roll and counter roll option. The 

team's design used secondary control surfaces to roll the rocket after motor burnout. The launch vehicle, 

Viserion, flew on an Aerotech L2200 motor and reached an altitude of 5,140 feet. Viserion can be seen 

below in Figure 1 during launch. 

 

 

Figure 1: Viserion Taking off from Launch Rail 

2. Vehicle Summary & Results 

Viserion used a fiberglass airframe to ensure structural reliability for low cost. The vehicle’s primary 

fins were manufactured from fiberglass and attached to the body tube using aluminum 2024 brackets 

fabricated locally in UAH’s machine shop. The rocket masses were 53.2 pounds wet and 42.6 pounds dry. 

The center of pressure (CP) and center of gravity (CG) locations can be found in Figure 2 resulting in a 

rail exit stability of 2.23. 
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Figure 2: CP and CG locations 

The dual-recovery system deployed a drogue parachute from the lower airframe compartment at 

apogee and the main parachute from the upper airframe compartment at 600 feet. These deployments 

were triggered by a Stratologger SL100. Altitude records were observed from the same altimeters, located 

in the Avionics Bay in the center coupler of the vehicle. The 3D printed payload housing (RIC) was fixed 

to a forward and aft payload directly fastened to the fiberglass airframe in the lower airframe of the 

vehicle. The fully integrated launch vehicle render can be found below in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Vehicle Render 

The CRW's GPS Tracker, located inside the nosecone, was composed of an Antenova GPS Chip 

paired with a XBee Radio. It performed as expected with no satellite lock-on issues or interruptions in 

reception. Figure 8 is an image of the launch location, Bragg Farms of Toney, AL. Using the GPS 

coordinates, the drift distance was found to be 1,708.23 feet: well below the competition maximum. The 

rocket landed in open field so signal blockage was not an issue upon recovery.  

The recovery system altimeters (PerfectFlite Stratologger SL100’s) properly commanded parachute 

deployment charges at their assigned altitudes. Figure 4 shows the data curves from the primary and back-

up altimeters (the back-up was the officially scored altimeter). For the primary altimeter, the drogue 

charge was commanded at zero apogee delay, and the main was commanded at 600 feet AGL. The back-

up altimeter commanded the secondary drogue charge at one second post apogee, and the secondary main 

charge was commanded at 550 feet AGL. Through pre-launch black powder testing, the team already 

determined the drogue parachute charge should be 3 grams of black powder (3.5 grams for the back-up), 

and 5 grams for the main parachute (5.5 for the back-up). Primary charges successfully separated the 

rocket in both cases. 

The drogue parachute successfully deployed after the first charge event, completely unfurled, and 

controlled the rocket descent in a linear fashion. Similarly, the main parachute deployed after its first 

charge event, completely unfurled, and slowed the heaviest portion of the rocket (the lower airframe) to a 

descent velocity of only 12.2 ft/s. This resulted in a landing kinetic energy of 55.31 ft-lbf. The entire 

airframe landed with no damage. There were no dislodged batteries or broken internal components, and 

all four black powder charges contained in the body were discharged during flight. Nothing unexpected 
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was found upon post recovery inspection or data acquisition.  

 

Figure 4: Raw Altimeter Data Curves 

2.1 Flight Analysis and Results 

Launch conditions on April 8th were excellent –clear skies, moderate winds of approximately 12 mph 

south-southwest, and a temperature of approximately 70 degrees. After successful motor ignition, the 

team observed the rocket canted approximately 4 degrees shortly after leaving the launch rail, resulting in 

minor drift during ascension. An event was detected at apogee, with deployment of the drogue parachute, 

and the main parachute was easily spotted at deployment. The rocket descended slowly and impacted with 

no damage to any components. 

Viserion achieved an apogee of 5,140 feet, 140 feet shy of the one mile goal. The prediction 

simulation took approximate weather day conditions into account, as well as launch rail angle and 

coefficient of drag analysis acquired from full scale test flights. The recovery system functioned 

appropriately and both drogue and main parachute deployments were successful and the vehicle was 

recovered successfully. Flight characteristics can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1: Flight Characteristics 

 
The predicted coefficient of drag of the vehicle during ascent was found to be 0.438 during pre-flight 

analysis based on previous full scale flight results. The measured coefficient of drag on competition day 

was found to be 0.487. This deviation led to the 3% error between predicted altitude and actual observed 

flight data. Results are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Flight Results 

The difference between predicted and actual coefficients of drag is due to several contributing 

factors. One of these sources of error was thrust curve uncertainty from the manufacturer. Potential issues 

with motor alignment were also identified and are discussed in greater detail in the payload sections of 

this document. Additionally, on launch day one of the primary stabilizing fins experienced greater 

flexibility than expected inside the Al-2024 mounting bracket. This flexibility adjusted the initial role rate 

from the predicted values obtained from test launches, and resulted in oscillatory rotation during 

ascension, negatively affecting apogee and roll rate. The final source of error was uncertainty in weather 

conditions at varying altitudes, visually the weather was calm and this source of error is not expected to 

be the most prominent contributor to the error. 

The recovery system that was used on competition day incorporated a Fruity Chute CFC-18 drogue 

parachute and a Fruity Chute 144” Iris Ultra Compact main parachute. Both these parachutes were 

connected with 1” tubular nylon recovery harness and quick links at the connection points. Figure 6 

shows the recovery system after main deployment.  
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Figure 6: Recovery System 

The descent rates can be seen in Figure 7 below, where it can be seen that the main deployed at 

approximately 600 ft. and slowed the velocity to a rate that allowed the kinetic energy requirement to be 

met. The terminal velocity during the drogue descent was 84.3 ft./s where the terminal velocity during the 

main descent was 12.2 ft./s. With these terminal velocities measured from the flight data, the kinetic 

energies for all components were calculated and can be seen in Table 2 and Table 3. 

  

Figure 7: Descent Rates 

Table 2: Drogue Descent 

 

Section Nose Cone/Upper Lower Airframe

Mass (lb) 16.01 23.93

Velocity (ft/s) 84.3 84.3

KE (ft-lbf) 1766.69 2640.66
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Table 3: Main Descent 

 

To determine the total drift distance from the launch pad, the tracker coordinates for the launch pad 

and the landing area were input into a mapping software to measure the distance. Figure 8 shows that the 

rocket drifted a total of 1,708 ft. which is within the 2500 ft. requirement. 

 

Figure 8: Drift Diagram 

2.2 Vehicle Lessons Learned  

Since every member of the Charger Rocket Works team was relatively new to rocketry, designing 

UAH’s NASA SL competition entry provided the team with many valuable lessons in design. Given the 

opportunity to redesign the vehicle from the initial concept, a variety of changes would have been 

implemented in all parts of the team.  

In general, one area where CRW could have significantly optimized the design and reduced the 

amount of time needed would have been more extensive systems engineering. Because CRW only offers 

membership to mechanical and aerospace engineering students, the team had limited experience with true 

system design work, so this was a learning process where the team had no way to identify the best method 

of designing the rocket at the start of the year, but over the course of the project the team has gained a far 

greater appreciation of the complexities of system design.  

Early in the design lifecycle, team leadership should have clearly identified desired key performance 

parameters and technical performance measures, then established a systematic design plan to meet those 

objectives. In retrospect, the team should have more clearly identified the complexity of the payload early 

on and focused greater attention on establishing a design for the payload. Designing the airframe 

simultaneously with the payload resulted in several bottlenecks or forced redesigns, whereas a more 

Section Nose Cone Upper Airframe Lower Airframe

Mass (lb) 5.03 10.98 23.93

Velocity (ft/s) 12.2 12.2 12.2

KE (ft-lbf) 11.63 25.38 55.31
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staggered design process prior to preliminary design review would have allowed for a more cohesive 

design and given more team members the opportunity to work with the payload itself. Clearer and more 

extensive timelines should have been generated for the team as a whole, technical writing, and each of the 

3 sub-teams, each with better-defined and more consistent deadlines on internal and external deliverables. 

While sub-teams often conducted this at an individual level, team work contributions could have been 

optimized by having deliverable schedules readily available, allowing team leads to identify fields with an 

excess of work or in need of extra help. 

For the payload itself, the team is proud to have designed a modular, easily removable and re-

installable payload, allowing for easy access to internal components. The design of the payload was 

incrementally improved on between vehicles, and could further be improved by designing a robust, 

ground-based test stand able to simulate flight rotation, allowing for more careful fine-tuning of the 

software regulating the payload fins. Additionally, the interfaces and alignment system used to install the 

payload into lower airframe would have been designed for rotational uniformity – installing the payload 

required installation into a particular set of holes due to non-uniformity in hole placement. 

Similarly, with the avionics bay, fin subassembly-body tube interfaces, and tail cone-body tube 

interfaces, better tolerancing and drilling would have resulted in a truly modular design where each fin 

subassembly could be installed on any location on the body tube with no tolerancing issues or resulting 

inconsistencies, and the tail cone would not be rotationally locked to a single alignment. Improvements 

here would have resulted in even faster installation times and a more modular design.  

For the fin subassembly, tighter tolerancing should have been used on the fin – fin subassembly 

interfaces, and the lack of rigidity for one of the fins on the launch vehicle should have been corrected 

prior to launch with tighter fasteners applying greater force to the aluminum or an alternative system. 

Additionally, automated machining processes for the fin curvature would have resulted in a more uniform 

surface profile – while the team is proud of the hand-machined results, tighter tolerancing would have 

resulted in a closer match to flight simulations. 

Finally, from a technical writing standpoint, the team should have generated a document outlining 

standards for formatting and content early in the design process, and published it in a location available to 

the entire team. This would have significantly optimized the review process, and resulted in more 

cohesive documentation.  

3 Payload Summary & Scientific Value 

The UAH SLI team chose the roll, counter-roll option for the 2016-2017 payload option. Three 

controllable fins were used to induce the moment required for such a maneuver. These were positioned 

forward of the motor case and aft of the drogue recovery section. Each fin was actuated independently by 

a high-torque servo capable of holding up to the forces seen during flight. These three servos were 

controlled by a National Instruments myRio that read data from a 9-DOF IMU to determine angular and 

vertical acceleration, as well as the direction of rotation. Using a closed loop controller written in 

LABVIEW developed in house, the system was able to detect to initial roll rate and pitch the fins in the 

correct direction and at the angle required to being the angular velocity to the desired rate. Once the 

rocket had rotated 720 degrees the fins pitched to counter act the roll. After two semesters of designing 

and programming, a final product capable of influencing the rocket’s rotation was created, ground tested, 
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and flown. A summary of the results can be seen in 3.1 Payload Analysis and Results. 

Systems such as the one designed for this competition could be used in several applications. One 

being that some rockets reach altitudes high enough that aerodynamic forces are no longer sufficient to 

stabilize the rocket. This system could be used to rotate a rocket at a desired rate in order to spin stabilize 

it while the aerodynamic forces were still useful so that once it reached higher altitudes, the spin would 

already be developed. Another application could be if sensors on board needed to face a certain direction 

during flight, like a camera. The payload could read magnetometer or gyro data to hold the rocket at a 

specific rotation angle. In addition, if the rocket needed to change its rotational velocity during flight, 

such as for a stage separation, or different sensors needing to be used, the program could be slightly 

modified to induce rotation at a set altitude.  

3.1 Payload Analysis and Results 

One week prior to student launch the UAH team decided to test the rocket one final time to properly 

test the newly-developed PID controller. The launch was successful and the data gathered from the flight 

was analyzed. Figure 9 displays the data collected for the acceleration and roll rate for this flight. The pre-

burnout phase of this flight demonstrated some unexpected phenomena with respect to the roll rate. After 

launch, the roll rate initially decreased to about -60 degrees per second before increasing to about 26 

degrees per second at burnout. The rocket used for this test flight was the second, newly built one, and 

this behavior was very different from the first rocket. The data displayed in Figure 10Figure 10 is from 

the first rocket, which did not have controllable fins. This figure shows what the natural roll rate of the 

rocket should look like. 

The first flight had its roll rate increase as velocity increased. Acceleration had no observable effect 

on how its roll rate increased. For the new rocket, however, highest acceleration occurred simultaneous to 

the highest negative angular velocity. This result was unexpected, and many possible causes of this 

behavior were investigated. After examination, the most probable cause was identified to be motor 

misalignment. It is improbable that aerodynamic forces would causes the roll to both decrease, then 

increase with a higher free stream velocity. Since the highest negative roll occurs at max acceleration it 

leads to the conclusion that the motor was slightly off set, causes more mass to be ejected from one side 

then the other. This generated a moment that would be the dominating torque until free stream velocity 

was very high. Due to the nature of the motor, free stream velocity was not high until towards the end of 

the burn, when the amount of mass ejected would be lower than at the highest acceleration point. While 

this behavior is somewhat unsettling, it seemed to not do major harm and the team was satisfied with this 

conclusion. 
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Figure 9: Pre-Competition Flight Data 

 

Figure 10: Baseline Flight Data 

As more of the flight data was analyzed, it was determined that from burnout to apogee the rocket 

rolled for a total of 710 degrees. This was very close to the mark set by the competition, so the team was 

pleased with how the payload performed. To reach the two-revolution mark several changes were made to 

the payload. First, the maximum fin angle of attack was increased from 5 degrees to 6 degrees. In an 

earlier flight the fins had been tested at 8 degrees, but data resulted suggested flow separation had 

occurred at this angle of attack. The gains on the PID controller were also adjusted, as shown in Figure 

11, which displays the roll angle and the fin angle of attack during the flight. As the roll rate approaches 

the desired rate, the fin angle begins to decrease. The angle of attack fluctuated up and down until 

reaching a constant maximum. This is due to the nature of a PID controller, which operates on the error 

between the desired roll rate compared to the measured. As the roll rate approached the desired roll rate 

the error becomes small and the gain attached to this error was not enough to keep the fin angle high. As a 

correction, the proportional gain was increased and a small integrator gain was added. The integrator part 

of a PID controller tracks and compounds error, helping keep the fin angle from decreasing once 

instantaneous error becomes small. Lastly, the desired roll rate was increased from 90 degrees per second 

to 105 degrees per second. This was done to aid in combating the error loss, since the controlled roll rate 
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will always be smaller than the desired one due to how a PID controller works. By making the desired roll 

rate larger the actual rate would also increase towards the desired value. 

 

Figure 11: Pre-Competition Fin Effectiveness 

With the changes made to the payload the team was confident the rocket would be able to complete 

its goal of two revolutions. The rocket had an excellent flight and was recovered quickly. The payload 

was immediately removed and the flight data was analyzed. The first item examined post-launch was the 

total roll, which displayed a total roll of approximately 490 degrees. This result was extremely 

unexpected due to the improvements made to the payload between flights. The roll data was subsequently 

examined, and determined what caused the rocket to have a reduced net roll. Figure 12 displays the 

acceleration and roll data from the competition flight, one item to note is the fluctuations that occurred 

during the burn phase of the flight. 

 

Figure 12: Competition Rotation Data 

The behavior of the maximum negative roll rate was similar to the previous flight, where it occurred 

at the point of highest acceleration. This gives more credence to the theory that the jump to a large 
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negative roll rate increasing rapidly was caused by the motor. However, this flight was different because 

after the roll started to increase it subsequently decreased, then cycled through increasing and decreasing 

until just before burnout. By competition, the team had obtained roll flight data from six different flights 

and two different rockets. This flight was the only time where this behavior was seen. Multiple theories 

about the root cause have been examined, but no single definitive answer to what caused this fluctuation 

was obtained. 

When the rocket was recovered, it was discovered that one of the rear fins was loose. This loose fin 

would have been subject to changes in its orientation due to acceleration from the motor and precession 

due to aerodynamics forces. Another possibility is the motor itself acted differently, shown in Figure 12 

the acceleration has a slight “bump” as it is decreasing during burn. This could have caused the roll rate to 

decrease enough to keep it negative post burnout. A third possibility is due to the modularity of the rear 

fins, reinstallation into different fin brackets could have resulted in minor alignment changes due to 

material tolerances. This could have led to a decrease in generated moments, preventing the rocket from 

overcoming the torque generated by the motor. None of these factors address why the roll rate fluctuated 

so drastically after maximum acceleration, leading to the possibility of another factor being the driving 

cause. 

A roll direction detection system was included in the code of the payload to detect the roll direction 

of the rocket at burnout and cant the fins in a way to increase this roll rate. This was important for 

completing the mission as there were three major torques on the rocket during flight post burnout; torque 

generation by the rear fins as they are not perfectly aligned, torque due to damping of the rocket resisting 

roll rate, and torque generated by the payload fins. Damping is always in the opposite direction of the 

spin, or opposite of the rear fins torque prior to burnout. By canting the fins in a direction of the roll two 

torques are help to increases the roll rate, while only the damping force tries to decrease it. During the 

competition flight the torque generated by the rear fins was never able to overcome the torque provided 

by the motor, so the payload read that the rocket had a natural spin in the negative roll direction of -17 

degrees per second. Based on observation from the first flight this is not true as the data, shown in Figure 

11, suggests the natural roll rate was in the positive direction. So, during the competition flight the 

payload was not only fighting the damping force, but also the force generated by the rear fins. The 

payload was not designed to overcome both the damping and natural roll forces, and as a result the 

maximum negative roll rate it was able to generate was about -50 degrees per second. This mark is much 

lower than the 80 degrees per second done by the previous flight, despite increasing the maximum fin 

angle of attack. 

In the end the changes made to the payload were not cohesively tested, but the payload team is 

confident that if the rocket had performed similarly to how it did in the previous test flight it is highly 

probable that two revolutions would have been reached before apogee. After burnout, the system set the 

fins to the maximum cant angle and never decreased because the roll rate was never close to the desired 

one.  Another system that was made but never tested was the roll stop part of the code. This would have 

made the rocket go to a zero, or close to zero, roll rate after the two revolutions had been completed. 

Ground tests showed that the system worked in theory, but this system was not flight tested. 
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3.2 Payload Lessons Learned 

In terms of performance, the payload operated mostly as intended. While the system significantly 

influenced on the roll rate of the rocket, it was found that the fins used did not yield quite enough torque 

to overcome the main fins and produce the full 720 degrees of rotation. This conclusion was obtained too 

close to competition to allow for a systematic redesign, but using larger payload fins would have been 

mechanically simple to produce, since they were 3-D printed, and easily installed with the same interface 

method used by the current payload fins. 

Additionally, the team discovered the value of using additive manufacturing to develop the housing 

for the payload. The first housing was a simple structure that required mounting holes to be drilled, which 

presented several issues with alignment. The second housing was produced with mounting holes, labels 

for components, and recessed pockets for items to sit. This made the final assembly of the payload much 

simpler.  

Another solution could have been to increase the maximum fin angle of attack. The maximum angle 

of attack was selected based on XFOIL predictions for a 2D case. While this is reasonably accurate, 3D 

effects tend to increase the stall angle from the value for a 2D airfoil. Computational fluid dynamics or 

wind tunnel testing could have given a better answer for the ideal maximum fin angle. Unfortunately, no 

payload team members had any experience with CFD, and wind tunnel testing was advised against, as it 

would have been impossible to test that effects of spinning had on stall angle. Another change would have 

been to get rid on the roll detect system. Since this was not the first launch of the rocket the natural roll 

direction was known, so the roll detect system was not necessary. Without the roll detect system the 

payload could have already known what direction the rear fins act and cant the fins in accordance with 

that. Changing the size of the fins would likely have had the most impact on the system, and made it more 

robust to account for unknown phenomena during flight. In summary, the payload design worked for its 

designed capabilities, but the characteristics of this particular flight led to it being outside of workable 

conditions. 

4 Educational Engagement Summary 

Throughout the NASA SL competition, Charger Rocket Works has not only fostered existing 

relations with various student organizations on campus and within the community but also worked to 

establish new relationships for upcoming competition years. Through the 2016-2017 Educational 

Engagement activities, CRW has worked with the Society of Women Engineers, The Propulsion Research 

Center Student Association, Girls Scouts of North Alabama, Women’s Leadership Counsel, FIRST Lego 

League Robotics, and many other professional organizations for the advancement of the community.  

Through the teams’ hard work and effort approximately 2,215 individuals were impacted through 

hands-on interaction, classes on beginner rocketry, university outreach sessions, or the construction of 

simple science projects. The results of each outreach event can be seen in Table 4.  
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Table 4: Educational Engagement Interactions 

 

By participating in university programs and local outreach opportunities like FIRST Robotics, Girls 

Scouts STEM Fest, Girls Science and Engineering Day, and the Science Olympiad, the CRW team has 

had the opportunity to expose students from a variety of backgrounds to the basics of rocketry and the 

rewards of higher education. CRW members hope that through our involvement in local outreach 

programs, we inspired a younger generation of CRW members, STEM enthusiasts, and future rocket 

scientists!  

 

Figure 13: CRW Members Discussing STEM Opportunities at Discovery Days 
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5 Budget Summary 

As this year’s USLI competition comes to an end, only a few items needed to be added to the FRR 

budget tables. With the competition launch on April 8th, an additional L2200G Aerotech solid rocket 

motor was added to the UAH CRW budget. Other items added to this budget are the four posters and 

spiral bound hard copies of the UAH CRW PDR, CDR and FFR documents and presentation displayed at 

the Rocket Fair at the VBC East Hall.  This resulted in adding $362 to the miscellaneous total for the total 

budget. Finally, the student tickets to the Awards Ceremony in the Davidson Center at U.S. Space and 

Rocket Center added an additional $238 for that evening’s event. These purchases increased the 

miscellaneous budget from $750 to $1350 as a final cost for that general entry. The updated budget is 

shown in Table 5 and Figure 14. 

Table 5: UAH CRW 2016-2017 Budget Summary 

 

For the UAH CRW Fall 2016 and Spring 2017 budget, the value of $14,474.78 represents the final 

cost for the competition. Considering the amount of hardware, rocket launches and student development 

that took place these past nine months, that value represents an excellent STEM investment in the lives of 

many students at UAH and those reached by outreach programs. 

 

Figure 14: Total Budget Summary for USLI 

6 Project Overview and Team Summary 

The road from initial vehicle concept to the competition launch was filled with many challenges and 

opportunities for the team, and CRW is proud of the extensive work put into designing, testing, building, 

and flying Viserion this year. The payload used in Viserion was extensively tested through multiple test 

flights and successfully induced rotation in the rocket at competition flight. CRW is also proud to note 

that it was designed entirely in-house. Upper and Lower airframe teams worked together to generate a 
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cohesive, easily relaunchable design that functioned successfully through every test flight and 

competition. Safety regulations were carefully generated and upheld for the team, preventing any 

potential hazards affecting the local environment, team members and spectators, and the rocket itself. 

CRW also took a massive step forward in outreach, being involved on multiple social media platforms 

and reaching over 2,000 individuals over the course of the year, with many more reached through 

conversations, TV interviews, website articles, and more. 

As this year’s competition draws to a close, UAH’s CRW team is proud to have been involved in 

Student Launch, and of all the hard work and effort poured into the project since the start of the 

competition in the fall 2016 semester. Every team member has gained incredibly valuable experience not 

just with rocketry but in a wide variety of fields – from programming to safety, software simulations, 

systems engineering, working in a team environment and more, every milestone achieved represented an 

incredible learning opportunity for everyone involved. Every team member is incredibly proud to have 

been part of such an amazing opportunity, and looks forward to having the opportunity to mentor 

upcoming CRW teams in future years. 

 

Figure 15: The 2016-2017 Charger Rocket Works Team 


